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On Azimuthal Resolution of the Lunar-Based SAR
Under the Orbital Perturbation Effects
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Abstract— This article studies the orbital perturbation effects
on the azimuthal resolution in lunar-based synthetic aperture
radar (LBSAR). We derive explicit expressions for the Doppler
frequency modulation rate (DFMR) and beam-crossing velocity
using the antenna beam pointing and orbit models. Following
that, the azimuthal resolution is expressed in line with orbital
elements and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) configurations.
The results show that the long-term orbital variations caused
by accumulated perturbation effects significantly affect the
azimuthal resolution, which, in effect, produces aperiodic
variations in the azimuthal resolution. Such a phenomenon is
most distinguished for a large LBSAR look angle, leading to a
fluctuation of over 30% or even larger in the azimuthal resolution
across different cycles. In addition, the errors given rise by short-
term orbital perturbations could impact azimuthal resolution
to a lesser extent, with corresponding fluctuations consistently
below 3%. The findings reveal that it is imperative to consider
the irregular variability of azimuthal resolution due to orbital
perturbations in the LBSAR.

Index Terms— Azimuthal resolution, beam-crossing velocity,
Doppler frequency modulation rate (DFMR), lunar-based
synthetic aperture radar (LBSAR), orbital perturbation.

I. INTRODUCTION

EARTH observation from space is typically carried
out by sensors erected on low Earth orbit (LEO)

satellites [1], [2]. However, the LEO platform poses constraints
of sparse viewing and limited revisit time, making it difficult to
yield consecutive and seamless coverage of Earth [3], [4], [5].
The lunar-based (LB) platform has the advantages of the
enormous swath width, high temporal resolution, and ease of
access for installing multisensors [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].
Hence, sensors mounted on the LB platform, particularly
the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [i.e., LB synthetic
aperture radar (LBSAR)], are of great potential for Earth
observation [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. The LBSAR can cover
most regions of the globe daily and monitor specific areas from
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several to tens of hours per day if required by applications [17].
These features are attractive for improving Earth observation
capabilities, evaluating major natural disasters, and monitoring
geodynamics and other emergencies [18]. In this regard,
the LBSAR can reinforce our perception of Earth, and
thus, it has aroused growing interest from the geoscience
and related communities [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24],
[25], [26], [27], [28], [29].

In SAR configuration parameters, the spatial resolution is
crucial for Earth observation, wherein the range resolution
of the LBSAR shows little difference with respect to that
of the LEOSAR [14]. By contrast, progresses in exploring
LBSAR had demonstrated that the unique imaging geometry
brings about evident discrepancies in the LBSAR’s azimuthal
resolution [18], [19], [20], [21]. Nevertheless, little current
attention concerning the LBSAR is paid to the azimuthal
resolution and its spatiotemporal variation under orbital
perturbations though the motion of LBSAR is susceptible to
such effects [27], [28], [29].

The satellite, whether natural or artificial, orbiting Earth is
affected by perturbation forces, such as terrestrial gravitational
perturbation, third-body attraction, and atmospheric drag [30].
These forces could cause temporal variations in the orbital
elements and lead to sustained orbital variation and drift,
further affecting the SAR movement relative to Earth.
In the LEOSAR, orbital perturbations influence little on
the Doppler frequency modulation rate (DFMR) and beam-
crossing velocity [31]. Correspondingly, the variation in the
associated azimuthal resolution is trivial. In the following,
as an illustrative example, we analyze the azimuthal resolution
of the LEOSAR under conditions of a circular orbit and zero-
Doppler centroid that is signified by [32]

ρa = 0.5ℓa · VgV −1
SAR (1)

where ℓa is the real aperture length, and Vg and VSAR are the
beam-crossing velocity and SAR velocity, respectively.

Fig. 1 displays the LEOSAR’s azimuthal resolution versus
its argument of latitude (AOL) in three consecutive cycles
of a perturbed orbit. The relative errors in the azimuthal
resolution between each cycle are also presented in Fig. 1.
In this case, the LEOSAR is looking from the right-hand
side with an incident angle of 45◦ and an aperture length of
20 m; the platform is orbiting circularly with an altitude of
694.51 km and an orbital inclination of 97.66◦. We observe
that the LEOSAR could yield a uniform azimuthal resolution
that is close to 9.15 m. Between each cycle, the relative
error of azimuthal resolution caused by orbital perturbation
is negligibly small, indicating that the osculating orbit can be
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Fig. 1. In three consecutive cycles: (a) azimuth resolution against the AOL
and (b) relative error of azimuth resolution between each cycle.

reasonably adopted when it comes to analyzing the LEOSAR’s
azimuthal resolution.

In the case of LBSAR, (1) is no longer valid due to its
imaging geometry and perturbed movement. Specifically, the
LBSAR’s orbit undergoes considerable orbital perturbations,
leading to substantial variation in the Doppler history within
the synthetic aperture time (SAT) [27]. As the SAT is far
smaller than the cycle of LBSAR orbiting Earth, this effect
can be categorized as the short-term orbital perturbation effect.
Furthermore, orbital perturbations can be accumulated, leading
to continuous and long-term orbital drifts in the LBSAR.
As this influence continues throughout the entire mission
lifetime of LBSAR, the corresponding effects can be treated as
long-term orbital perturbation effects. Under such effects, the
orbital inclination of the LBSAR periodically varies between
18.3◦ and 28.6◦ with a cycle of 18.6 years, distinguishing it
from LEOSAR, whose orbital inclination is generally regarded
as time-invariant [29].

From the above arguments, two issues arise: 1) whether
the osculating orbit can be used for analyzing LBSAR’s
azimuthal resolution as it is for LEOSAR and 2) how the
azimuthal resolution varies across cycles under accumulated
orbital perturbations. This study addresses both issues by
deriving the representation of azimuthal resolution and probing
into LBSAR’s azimuthal resolution variations in various
epochs. This article is organized as follows. Section II
derives the DFMR and beam-crossing velocity by applying
antenna beam pointing and orbital models, further yielding
the explicit expression for azimuthal resolution regarding
orbital elements and SAR configurations. Following that,
Section III theoretically investigates short-term and long-term
orbital perturbation effects on azimuthal resolution, showing
in detail how orbital variation impacts the azimuthal resolution
under both effects. Afterward, Section IV simulates the point
target response to illustrate the theoretical analysis. Finally,
Section V summarizes the major findings of this study.

II. REPRESENTATION OF THE AZIMUTHAL
RESOLUTION IN THE LBSAR

In principle, the azimuthal resolution of an SAR system is
defined by [32], [33], [34]

ρa = Vg · B−1
D (2)

with

BD = | fDR| · TSAR (2a)

where fDR and TSAR are the DFMR and SAT, respectively.

Fig. 2. Observation geometry of LBSAR in the ECI and ACS; the definitions
of symbols in the LBSAR geometry are listed in Table I.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS IN THE OBSERVATION GEOMETRY MODEL OF THE LBSAR

As the LBSAR encounters prominent orbital perturbations,
its DFMR is sensitive to variations of orbital elements.
Besides, the Earth’s curvature exhibits great significance in
affecting the LBSAR’s DFMR due to the extensive spatial
coverage; this effect is relevant to the beam-pointing direction
in terms of the look and antenna azimuth angles. In what
follows, we shall derive the representation of DFMR in line
with orbital elements and beam-pointing direction based on
the observation geometry shown in Fig. 2.

In the observation geometry, we employ two coordinate
systems OE − X E YE Z E and OA − X AYA Z A, i.e., the Earth-
centered inertial (ECI) coordinate and the antenna coordinate
system (ACS) [24]. Besides, the Moon’s orbital elements
are provided by the Development Ephemeris 430 (DE430),
with the time scale being Barycentric Dynamical Time (TDB)
[35], [36], [37], [38]. Note that the signal propagation could
lead to a “stop-and-go” error in the LBSAR. Notwithstanding,
such an error exerts little impact on the DFMR and azimuthal
resolution, as evidenced in [26]. Furthermore, there is no
closed-form solution for the Doppler history and associated
parameters in the non-stop-and-go echo model [21]. Therefore,
the “stop-and-go” assumption is adopted in this study to
ascertain orbital perturbation effects on azimuthal resolution.

From [39], the DFMR given rise by the antenna movement
relative to the target of interest (TOI) is

fDR = 2λ−1
· (ℜ1 + ℜ2 + ℜ3 + ℜ4) (3)
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with 
ℜ1 = R−1

ST · (VSAR · VSAR + ASAR · RST)

ℜ2 = −2R−1
ST · (VSAR · VTOI)

ℜ3 = R−1
ST · (VTOI · VTOI − ATOI · RST)

ℜ4 = −R−3
ST · [(VSAR − VTOI) · RST]2

(4)

where
λ wavelength of the probing signal;
VSAR SAR velocity vector;
ASAR SAR acceleration vector;
VTOI TOI velocity vector due to Earth’s rotation;
ATOI TOI acceleration vector due to Earth’s rotation;
RST slant range vector that takes the form of

RST = RSAR − RTOI (5)

with RSAR and RTOI denoting position vectors of the LBSAR
and TOI, respectively. Note that the term ℜ4 is related to the
Doppler centroid fdc by

ℜ4 = −0.25R−1
ST · λ2 f 2

dc. (6)

By taking account of contributions from the Earth-SAR
relative motion, (5) can be further expressed as

ℜ4 = ℜ4S + ℜ4E + ℜ4SE (7)

where ℜ4S and ℜ4E are correlated with contributions by the
SAR motion and Earth’s rotation, respectively. The last term
ℜ4SE is coupling affected by the SAR motion and Earth’s
rotation. Their definitions are given by

ℜ4S = − R3
ST · (VSAR · RST)2 (8)

ℜ4E = − R−3
ST · (VTOI · RST)2 (9)

ℜ4SE = 2R−3
ST · [(VSAR · RST) · (VTOI · RST)]. (10)

In the above equations, the slant range of the center beam
can be expressed by

RST = ∥RST∥2 = RSAR cos θl −

√
R2

TOI − R2
SAR sin2 θl (11)

where ∥·∥2 stands for the ℓ2-norm product, θl is the SAR look
angle, and RSAR and RTOI are, respectively, defined as

RSAR = ∥RSAR∥2 (12)
RTOI = ∥RTOI∥2. (13)

For a Keplerian orbit or osculating orbit that is elliptical,
the DFMR can be written by

f kep
DR = 2λ−1

·

[(
ℜ

kep
1 + ℜ

kep
4S

)
+

(
ℜ

kep
2 + ℜ

kep
4SE

)
+

(
ℜ

kep
3 + ℜ

kep
4E

)]
. (14)

In (14), the first parenthesis in the bracket relates to the
contribution by SAR motion, with ℜ

kep
1 and ℜ

kep
4S , respectively,

expressed by

ℜ
kep
1 = − µ · R−2

SAR · cos θl + R−1
ST V 2

kep ·
(
1 + e2

+ 2e cos v
)

(15)

ℜ
kep
4S = − R−1

ST V 2
kep · [2e(e cos ν + 1) · sin ν sin θl cos θl cos φ

+ (1 + e cos ν)2
· cos2 θl

+ e2
· sin2 ν · sin2 θl · cos2 φ

]
. (16)

The second term in (14) is coupling influenced by the SAR
motion and Earth’s rotation, which can be written as

ℜ
kep
2 = − 2R−1

ST · ωE · Vkep

· {(e cos ν + 1) · [(RSAR − RST cos θl) cos i
− RST sin θl sin φ sin i sin u]

+ e · RST sin θl sin ν

· (− cos φ cos i + sin φ sin i cos u)} (17)

ℜ
kep
4SE = − 2ωE RSAR R−1

ST

· Vkep · sin θl · (sin φ sin i cos u − cos φ cos i)
· [(e cos ν + 1) · sin θl cos φ + e sin ν cos θl]. (18)

The third term of the DFMR is dependent on Earth’s rotation
only, and each component takes the form of

ℜ
kep
3 = R−1

ST ω2
E

·
{

R2
SAR − RSAR RST cos θl

+ RSAR sin2 i sin2 u(RST cos θl − RSAR)

− RSAR RST sin θl sin i sin u

× (cos φ sin i cos u + sin φ cos i)
}

(19)

ℜ
kep
4E = − ω2

E R2
SAR R−1

ST sin2 θl

· (sin2 φ sin2 i cos2 u

+ cos2 φ cos2 i − 2 sin φ cos φ

· sin i cos i cos u) (20)

with

Vkep =

√
µ · a−1 · (1 − e2)−1 (21)

where µ is the gravitational coefficient of the Earth.
For the perturbed orbit, the DFMR of the SAR system is

modified to

f per
DR = 2λ−1

·
[(

ℜ
per
1 +ℜ

per
4S

)
+

(
ℜ

per
2 +Rper

4SE

)
+

(
ℜ

per
3 +Rper

4E

)]
(22)

with

ℜ
per
1 = R−1

ST ·
(
VECI

SAR · VECI
SAR

)
− AACS

x sin θl cos φ

+ AACS
y sin θl sin φ − AACS

z cos θl (23)

ℜ
per
4S = − R−1

ST ·

[(
V ACS

x

)2
sin2 θl cos2 φ

+
(
V ACS

z

)2
cos2 θl

+ 2V ACS
x · V ACS

z sin θl cos θl cos φ
]

(24)

ℜ
per
2 = − 2R−1

ST · ωE

·
{

V ACS
x · [(RSAR − RST cos θl) cos i

− RST sin θl sin φ sin i sin u]

− V ACS
z (RST sin θl cos φ cos i

− RST sin θl sin φ sin i cos u)
}

(25)

ℜ
per
4SE = − 2ωE RSAR R−1

ST · sin θl · (sin φ sin i cos u

− cos φ cos i) ·
(
V ACS

x · sin θl cos φ + V ACS
z cos θl

)
(26)

ℜ
per
3 = ℜ

kep
3 (27)

ℜ
per
4E = ℜ

kep
4E . (28)
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It is noteworthy that expressions of ℜ3 and ℜ4E remain
the same with and without orbital perturbations, as both
terms are correlated with Earth’s rotation only. In (23)–(26),
the vectors VACS

SAR = [V ACS
x , V ACS

y , V ACS
z ]

T and AACS
SAR =

[AACS
x , AACS

y , AACS
z ]

T are LBSAR’s velocity and acceleration
vectors in the ACS. The other two related vectors are the
LBSAR’s velocity and acceleration vectors in the ECI, which
are, respectively, denoted by VECI

SAR = [V ECI
x , V ECI

y , V ECI
z ]

T and
AECI

SAR = [AECI
x , AECI

y , AECI
z ]

T . The transformations of those two
vectors from the ECI coordinate to the ACS are given by

V ACS
x = −V ECI

x · (sin u cos � + cos i cos u sin �)

− V ECI
y · (sin u sin � − cos i cos u cos �)

+ V ECI
z · sin i cos u

V ACS
y = −V ECI

x ·sin i sin �+V ECI
y · sin i cos �−V ECI

z ·cos i
V ACS

z = −V ECI
x · (cos u cos � − cos i sin u sin �)

− V ECI
y · (cos u sin � + cos i sin u cos �)

+ V ECI
z · sin i sin u

(29)

AACS
x = −AECI

x · (sin u cos � + cos i cos u sin �)

− AECI
y · (sin u sin � − cos i cos u cos �)

+ AECI
z · sin i cos u

AACS
y = −AECI

x ·sin i sin � + AECI
y · sin i cos �− AECI

z ·cos i
AACS

z = −AECI
x (cos u cos � − cos i sin u sin �)

− AECI
y (cos u sin � + cos i sin u cos �)

− AECI
z · sin i sin u.

(30)

Note that, in the lunar ephemeris of DE430, the position and
velocity vectors of the Moon’s barycenter are provided in
the ECI coordinate, but the acceleration vector is unavailable.
Thus, the corresponding acceleration is obtained numerically
by the DE430.

Now, we consider the beam-crossing velocity. In the
LBSAR, Earth’s rotation dominates the beam-crossing veloc-
ity, while the contribution from SAR motion is relatively small.
Thus, the beam-crossing velocity under the Keplerian and
perturbed orbits are, respectively, given by

V kep
g =

∥∥VACS
TOI − p · Vkep

(
1 − RST R−1

SAR cos θl
)∥∥

2 (31)

p = [1 + e cos ν, 0, −e sin ν]T (32)

and

V per
g =

∥∥VACS
TOI − VACS

SAR · (1 − RST R−1
SAR cos θl)

∥∥
2. (33)

In (31) and (32), the vector VACS
TOI in the ACS, defined as

the TOI’s linear velocity vector given rise by Earth’s rotation,
is expressed as (34), shown at the bottom of the next page.
Derivations of the above equations are given in the Appendix.

In the SAR system, the SAT depends on its imaging
mode. According to Fornaro et al. [18], the LBSAR
operates equivalently in the sliding spotlight mode with a
specified real aperture length along the azimuthal direction.
However, this mode demands a vast aperture and leads
to nonuniform azimuthal resolution within the image scene
of the LBSAR [20], which is highly undesirable for most
applications. Thus, the sliding spotlight mode perhaps is

not the priority in the LBSAR in many aspects of Earth
observation.

The coherent processing of the LBSAR can be independent
of the aperture antenna but relies only on the synthetic angle.
This mode is identical to the spotlight mode, which is also
widely applied in the planetary radars [40], [41]. In this mode,
the azimuthal resolutions with and without orbital perturbation
effects, respectively, take the forms of

ρper
a = 0.5 · λ

/
θper

syn (35)

θper
syn = 0.5λ ·

∣∣ f per
DR

∣∣ · TSAR
/

V per
g (36)

and

ρkep
a = 0.5 · λ

/
θkep

syn (37)

θkep
syn = 0.5λ ·

∣∣∣ f kep
DR

∣∣∣ · TSAR

/
V kep

g . (38)

The spotlight mode allows for constructing the antenna
without considering the azimuthal resolution and real aperture
length. Furthermore, the LBSAR in the spotlight mode can
provide relatively uniform azimuthal resolution for most
covered regions, as evidenced in the following. Preliminary
analysis shows that an SAT within the range of 100–200 s
is suitable for Earth observation when the L-band LBSAR is
employed [17], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29]. Hence, in this
study, the LBSAR works in spotlight mode with an SAT of
200 s and a carrier frequency of 1.2 GHz.

So far, we have derived representations of the DFMR,
beam-crossing velocity, and associated azimuthal resolutions
in both Keplerian and perturbed orbits. One critical issue in the
LBSAR concerns the orbital perturbation effects on azimuthal
resolution, and the detailed analysis concerning such effects is
presented in Section III.

III. EVALUATIONS OF THE ORBITAL PERTURBATION
EFFECTS ON THE LBSAR AZIMUTHAL RESOLUTION

The analysis regarding the effects of orbital perturbations
on the azimuthal resolution can be divided into two
categories: short- and long-term orbital perturbations. The
former manifests as the change of azimuthal resolution within
the SAT, which is more concerned with evaluating the imaging
performance of the LBSAR. In contrast, the latter considers
variations in LBSAR’s azimuthal resolutions across different
cycles. This effect is caused by long-term accumulated orbital
perturbation, and it is crucial for the secular Earth observation
by the LBSAR. The changes in azimuthal resolution induced
by short-term orbital perturbations are first discussed in the
following.

A. Azimuthal Resolution of the LBSAR Under Short-Term
Orbital Perturbation Effects

To evaluate the short-term orbital perturbation effects on the
LBSAR’s azimuthal resolution, we assume that the perturbed
orbit intersects with the osculating one at zero-azimuth time.
With this assumption, a relative error concerning the azimuthal
resolution variation within the SAT can be defined as

δar =
(
ρper

a − ρkep
a

)/
ρper

a . (39)
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TABLE II
EPOCHS FOR VARIOUS CYCLES OF THE LBSAR IN TDB AND CORRESPONDING SCOPES OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS

By taking account of (35)–(38), (39) can be simplified to

δar = 1 − (1 − δdr )
−1

· (1 − δgv) (40)

with

δdr =

(
f per
DR − f kep

DR

)/
f per
DR (41)

δgv =
(
V per

g − V kep
g

)/
V per

g . (42)

As indicated in (40)–(42), the relative error of azimuthal
resolution δar is correlated with δdr and δgv being the relative
errors of the DFMR and beam-crossing velocity. In other
words, the short-term orbital perturbations separately impact
the DFMR and beam-crossing velocity, leading to diverse
variations in the azimuthal resolution.

To illustrate the phenomenon mentioned above, the relative
errors δar , δdr , and δgv are drawn in Fig. 3 as a function
of the look angle, respectively. To be consistent with studies
in [27], [28], and [29], and without loss of generality, the
zero-azimuth time is set to 00:00:00 on March 20, 2024,
TDB. In addition, the LBSAR is left-looking with a near-look
angle of 0.2◦ and a beamwidth of 0.6◦, while the antenna
azimuth angle is regulated by the zero Doppler steering
method proposed in [25].

Fig. 3 demonstrates that the relative error δdr decreases
as the LBSAR’s look angle increases. As for the relative
error of beam-crossing velocity, it is seen to descend with
increasing look angle until about 0.78◦. Beyond this scope,
the relative error ascends slightly. In addition, the variation
magnitude of beam-crossing velocity is smaller than that of the
DFMR. As a result, an incremental relative error followed by
the increasing look angle appears in the LBSAR’s azimuthal
resolution. Furthermore, the magnitude of δar remains
below 0.02, suggesting that the azimuthal resolution of the
LBSAR is not significantly affected by the short-term orbital
perturbations.

Fig. 3. Relative errors of the azimuthal resolution, DFMR, and beam-crossing
velocity versus the LBSAR look angle.

Next, the short-term orbital perturbation effects on the
azimuthal resolution of the LBSAR at specified locations in
various cycles are further checked for a more rigorous analysis.
Two extreme cases are considered: the maximal and minimal
orbital inclinations; under both cases, various cycles orbiting
the Earth are taken into account. Table II lists the epochs in
the TDB corresponding to these cycles and summarizes the
scopes of orbital elements within these epochs.

By the same argument as in Fig. 3, the orbital elements with
and without short-term orbital perturbations are assumed to be
the same at the zero-azimuth time. With this assumption, Fig. 4
presents the relative error δar against the look angle at different
AOLs over three consecutive cycles, i.e., TLC_1∼TLC_3, when
the LBSAR’s orbital inclination approaches its maximum
magnitude. In this simulation, the location of the LBSAR is
signified by u0, the AOL at the zero-azimuth time.

Fig. 4 illustrates that there are various relative errors δar
in different cycles; also, different locations correspond to

VACS
TOI = ωE

 (RSAR − RST cos θl) cos i − RST sin θl sin φ sin i sin u
(RSAR − RST cos θl) sin i cos u − RST sin θl cos φ sin i sin u

−RST sin θl sin φ sin i cos u + RST sin θl cos φ cos i

. (34)
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Fig. 4. In cycles TLC_1∼TLC_3, the relative error of azimuthal resolution
versus look angle of the LBSAR at locations of (a) u0 = 60◦, (b) u0 = 90◦,
(c) u0 = 240◦, and (d) u0 = 270◦.

different relative errors in azimuth resolution. Accordingly,
the short-term orbital perturbation exerts distinct effects on
the LBSAR’s azimuthal resolution depending on its location
and cycle. Moreover, the magnitude of δar is quite limited
though it shows a broad uptrend versus the LBSAR’s
look angle. One can conclude that the short-term orbital
perturbation exhibits only trivial impacts on influencing the
azimuthal resolution when the orbital inclination of LBSAR is
large.

We now examine the azimuthal resolution changes induced
by the short-term orbital perturbation under the small orbital
inclination condition by selecting cycles TLC_4∼TLC_6. In these
cycles, the relative errors δar against the look angle at various
AOLs are presented in Fig. 5. Interestingly, the relative error of
azimuthal resolution shows a downward trend with respect to
the look angle for most conditions. Besides, the magnitudes of
relative errors are consistently smaller than 0.02 though their
changes are diverse for different AOLs and cycles. Hence,
the short-term orbital perturbation has little bearing on the
LBSAR azimuthal resolution under a small orbital inclination
condition.

Figs. 3–5 reveals that the short-term orbital perturbations
could affect the LBSAR’s azimuthal resolution, but to a
small extent. The findings also hold for other locations and
cycles in LBSAR. The rationale behind this phenomenon is
that Earth’s rotation, the predominant factor in determining
the LBSAR’s DFMR and beam-crossing velocity, is approx-
imately independent of the short-term orbital perturbation.
In contrast, the LBSAR motion plays a minor role in affecting
azimuthal resolution though it is susceptible to short-term
orbital perturbation. Therefrom, compared to the osculating
orbit, the orbital perturbations within the SAT only bring
about a variety of slight variations to the azimuthal resolution
of the LBSAR. Nevertheless, once the long periodical
variations of elements are considered, the influences on the
LBSAR’s azimuthal resolution subjected to long-term orbital
perturbations are particularly considerable, as discussed in the
following.

Fig. 5. In cycles TLC_4∼TLC_6, the relative error of azimuthal resolution
versus look angle of the LBSAR at locations of (a) u0 = 60◦, (b) u0 = 90◦,
(c) u0 = 240◦, and (d) u0 = 270◦.

B. Azimuthal Resolution of the LBSAR Under Long-Term
Orbital Perturbation Effects

In the LBSAR, the long-term orbital perturbations and their
effects on the azimuthal resolution are more deserving of
attention, as the location of TOI relative to LBSAR could be
affected by such effects. Significantly, there are diversities of
relative locations between the TOI and LBSAR in different
cycles for a specified beam-pointing direction (e.g., pointing
to the zero-Doppler plane). To provide a detailed description,
we define two geographical coordinate errors that correlate to
the relative location between the TOI and SAR in the ECI
coordinate

δ3 = 3TOI − 3SNP (43)
δ8 = 8TOI − 8SNP (44)

where 3TOI and 8TOI are the TOI’s longitude and latitude,
and 3SNP and 8SNP are the SAR nadir point’s longitude and
latitude.

In Fig. 6, the geographical coordinate errors of the LBSAR
over three consecutive cycles (TLC_1∼TLC_3) are plotted as a
function of the AOL. For comparison, the errors δ3 and δ8 of
the LEOSAR versus the AOL are also shown in Fig. 6 using
the LEOSAR’s configurations depicted in Fig. 1.

From Fig. 6, it is observed that the TOI’s location relative to
SAR varies with the varying AOL; the corresponding variation
regularities depend on the platform. In the case of LEOSAR,
the relative locations of TOI remain roughly the same across
different cycles. By comparison, both δ3 and δ8 correspond to
discrepant variation features in different cycles of the LBSAR
due to long-term orbital perturbations. As a result, Earth’s
rotation, which dominates the LBSAR’s azimuthal resolution,
varies conspicuously over different cycles. Therefore, it is
crucial to examine variations in the LBSAR’s azimuthal
resolution across different cycles due to the remarkable
influences of long-term orbital perturbations.

To assist in inspecting the long-term orbital perturbation
effects on the LBSAR’s azimuthal resolution, a relative error
concerning its fluctuation across two different cycles is defined
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Fig. 6. In three consecutive cycles, the geographical coordinate errors in
LBSAR: (a) δ3 versus the AOL and (b) δ8 versus the AOL; the geographical
coordinate errors in LEOSAR: (c) δ3versus the AOL and (d) versus the AOL.

Fig. 7. In the LBSAR, the azimuthal resolution versus the look angle in cycles
TLC_1∼TLC_3 at the AOL of (a) 240◦ and (b) 270◦; the azimuthal resolution
versus the look angle in cycles TLC_4∼TLC_6 at the AOL of (c) 240◦ and
(d) 270◦.

as follows:

1az_mn(u0) =
ρper

a (u0, TLC_m) − ρper
a (u0, TLC_n)

ρ
per
a (u0, TLC_m)

× 100%

(45)

where m, n = 1, . . . , 9; m ̸= n, ρper
a (u0, TLC_m), and

ρper
a (u0, TLC_n), respectively, represent the azimuthal resolu-

tions of the LBSAR at the AOL of u0 in the cycles TLC_m and
TLC_n . One cycle of LBSAR corresponds to the AOL ranging
from 0◦ to 360◦.

First, we examine the relevant relationship between the
azimuthal resolutions and look angle in different LBSAR
cycles. By so doing, Fig. 7(a) and (b) draws the azimuthal
resolution versus look angle at the AOLs of 240◦ and 270◦ in
cycles TLC_1∼TLC_3. For comparison, Fig. 7(c) and (d) plots
the azimuthal resolution against the look angle at the same
AOLs in cycles TLC_4∼TLC_6.

It can be identified from Fig. 7 that the azimuthal resolution
shows a general tendency to be coarser with an increasing
look angle in the LBSAR. By comparing Fig. 7(a) and (b)
with Fig. 7(c) and (d), we see that azimuthal resolution
is higher under the same LBSAR configurations when the
orbital inclination condition is small. Overall, the azimuthal
resolution is uniform for most of the regions covered by
the LBSAR. Such properties, which are strongly desirable
for Earth observation, can be attainable in the LBSAR by
employing the spotlight mode.

To put forward a comprehensive analysis of the azimuthal
resolution under long-term orbital perturbations in the LBSAR,
Fig. 8(a)–(c) presents the azimuthal resolutions with various
look angles against AOL in cycles TLC_1∼TLC_3. Besides,
the associated relative errors of azimuthal resolution between
each cycle are presented in Fig. 8(d)–(e) as a function
of AOL.

Fig. 8 illustrates that the azimuthal resolution has valley and
peak values at the AOLs of 0◦ and around 90◦, respectively.
Afterward, the azimuthal resolution exhibits a downward trend
with regard to the increasing AOL. At around 180◦ of the
AOL, the azimuthal resolution reaches its local minimum. This
pattern repeats within the range of AOL from 180◦ to 360◦.
Besides, the variations in azimuthal resolutions are closely
related to the look angle of the LBSAR. For a look angle of
0.8◦, the difference in azimuthal resolution between one cycle
to another is substantial, with a maximal fluctuation being
up to 32%. Moreover, the peak locations of the azimuthal
resolution fluctuations are in close proximity to those of
azimuthal resolutions. Regarding the look angles of 0.2◦

and 0.5◦, fluctuations across different cycles are persistently
below 3%, suggesting that there are minor differences in
azimuthal resolutions between each cycle. Within the AOL
ranging from 180◦ to 360◦, the azimuthal resolutions show
lesser differences even for a large look angle, implying
that the LBSAR’s azimuthal resolution is homogeneous in
this case.

It is desirable to inspect long-term variation of azimuthal
resolution under the small orbital inclination condition. Thus,
Fig. 9(a)–(c) presents the azimuthal resolutions with various
look angles against AOL in cycles TLC_4∼TLC_6. To facilitate
comparison, the relative errors concerning fluctuations of the
LBSAR’s azimuthal resolution across those cycles are plotted
in Fig. 9(d)–(f) against the AOL.

As shown in Fig. 9, there are two peaks and three dips in
the variation curve of azimuthal resolution regarding AOL,
which are similar to trends shown in Fig. 8. However,
comparisons of Figs. 8 and 9 reveal the first peak of the
variation curve shrank sharply for a look angle of 0.8◦. Also,
the differences in azimuthal resolutions between each cycle
lessen in this event, with fluctuations persistently below 5%.
Correspondingly, the LBSAR could yield a more uniform and
finer azimuthal resolution when the orbital inclination is small.
Another finding rests with shifting peak locations of azimuthal
resolution’s variation curves in different cycles, which is most
evident for a look angle of 0.8◦: the first peak of the variation
curve locates at the AOL around 114◦ in cycle TLC_4, while
it migrates to the AOL of 95◦ in cycle TLC_6. Interestingly,
the peak locations of relative errors are no longer close
to those of azimuthal resolutions. Hence, long-term orbital
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Fig. 8. In cycles TLC_1∼TLC_3, the azimuthal resolution versus the AOL of the LBSAR with look angles of (a) 0.2◦, (b) 0.5◦, and (c) 0.8◦. The relative
errors with various look angles versus the AOL, where (d) is 1az_12, (e) is 1az_23, and (f) is 1az_13.

Fig. 9. In cycles TLC_4∼TLC_6, the azimuthal resolution versus the AOL of the LBSAR with look angles of (a) 0.2◦, (b) 0.5◦, and (c) 0.8◦. The relative
errors with various look angles versus the AOL, where (d) is 1az_45, (e) is 1az_56, and (f) is 1az_46.

perturbations could affect the distribution of LBSAR’s
azimuthal resolution along its orbit under a small orbital
inclination condition.

Next, referring to cycles TLC_1∼TLC_3, we examine the
variation of the azimuthal resolution against the AOL after
a gap of 18.6 years, the period of orbital inclination variation.
For this purpose, the azimuthal resolutions versus the AOL in
cycles TLC_7∼TLC_9 are illustrated in Fig. 10(a)–(c), while the
relative errors of azimuthal resolution across different cycles
are shown in Fig. 10(d)–(f).

Fig. 10 demonstrates that, after 18.6 years, the azimuthal
resolution and its variation with respect to AOL are not exactly
the same as that in Fig. 8 though it exhibits similar regularity.
Thus, there is no specific cycle for the variation of azimuthal
resolution under long-term orbital perturbations. The rationale
for this aperiodic variation is that there are different periods
associated with the LBSAR’s orbital elements, and the
azimuthal resolution suffers from coupling influences of
those cyclically varying orbital elements. Notwithstanding,
a clear trend can be observed: there is a notable peak
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Fig. 10. In cycles TLC_7∼TLC_9, the azimuthal resolution versus the AOL of the LBSAR with look angles of (a) 0.2◦, (b) 0.5◦, and (c) 0.8◦. The relative
errors with various look angles versus the AOL, where (d) is 1az_78, (e) is 1az_89, and (f) is 1az_79.

Fig. 11. Relative error of azimuthal resolution in cycles TLC_1∼TLC_3 to that in cycles TLC_4∼TLC_6 with the LBSAR look angles of (a) 0.2◦, (b) 0.5◦, and
(c) 0.8◦. The relative error of azimuthal resolution in cycles TLC_1∼TLC_3 to that in cycles TLC_7∼TLC_9 with the LBSAR look angles of (d) 0.2◦, (e) 0.5◦,
and (f) 0.8◦.

in the variation curve of azimuthal resolution for the
LBSAR with a large look angle when the orbital inclination
is large. The maximal fluctuation of azimuthal resolution
between each cycle can approach 28% for a look angle
of 0.8◦ in this event. Accordingly, the long-term orbital
perturbation effects tend to affect the magnitude of azimuthal
resolution under a large orbital inclination condition, and
this phenomenon is most prominent in the case of a large
look angle.

For a more rigorous analysis, we investigate the long-term
orbital perturbation effects over long intervals by evaluating
the fluctuations of azimuthal resolutions under various look
angles. Thereupon, the relative errors of azimuthal resolutions
in cycles TLC_1∼TLC_3 to those in cycles TLC_4∼TLC_6
are plotted in Fig. 11(a)–(c) as a function of the AOL.
Furthermore, Fig. 11(d) and (e) displays the relative errors
of azimuthal resolutions between cycles TLC_1∼TLC_3 and
TLC_7 ∼ TLC_9 against the AOL.
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Fig. 12. Flowchart of signal processing for imaging formation in LBSAR.

As indicated in Fig. 11, the LBSAR azimuthal resolution
varies obviously even at a small look angle after a period of
9.3 years. The maximal fluctuations in azimuthal resolution
are around 10% for the look angles of 0.2◦ and 0.5◦.
As to the look angle of 0.8◦, the fluctuations of azimuthal
resolution can exceed 50%. When taking into account a
period of orbital inclination variation, i.e., 18.6 years, the
fluctuation of azimuthal resolution lessens in the LBSAR.
However, Fig. 11(f) shows that the fluctuation magnitude
of azimuthal resolution is still close to 40%, indicating
the variation in azimuthal resolution remains significant
after 18.6 years in the case of a large look angle.
Moreover, the fluctuation of azimuthal resolution and its
variation pattern respecting the AOL change considerably
from cycle to cycle, confirming that the azimuthal reso-
lution exhibits aperiodic behavior. Consequently, the long-
term orbital perturbation effects deserve special care in
the LBSAR.

IV. SIMULATIONS OF THE POINT TARGET RESPONSES

This section simulates the point target responses in the
LBSAR to visualize the theoretical analysis presented in
Section III. The key procedures of LBSAR signal processing
are illustrated in Fig. 12. Specifically, the LBSAR signal is
processed in the frequency domain by applying the range
and azimuth fast Fourier transforms (FFTs). After the phase
compensation and inverse FFT (IFFT), the echo data can be
transformed into the 2-D time domain, allowing us to obtain
the focused target response. The procedures and corresponding
matched filters can be found in [21] and [23] with additional
details. For simplicity, they are excluded from this study.
Since this study primarily concerns the LBSAR’s azimuthal

Fig. 13. Azimuthal profile in the LBSAR at the AOL of 60◦ in cycles:
(a) TLC_1, (b) TLC_2, (c) TLC_4, and (d) TLC_5, where W/O represents the
azimuthal profile without considering orbital perturbations and W represents
the azimuthal profile with considering orbital perturbations.

TABLE III
QUALITY MEASURE OF THE AZIMUTHAL PROFILE AT THE AOL OF 60◦

WITH AND WITHOUT ORBITAL PERTURBATIONS WITHIN THE SAT

resolution, only the azimuthal cuts of point target responses
are presented in what follows.

To begin with, Fig. 13 presents azimuthal profiles with
and without short-term orbital perturbations. In this case,
four cycles, i.e., TLC_1, TLC_2 and TLC_4, TLC_5, are considered.
In each cycle, the LBSAR is located at u0 = 60◦ with a
look angle of 0.8◦. In this case, to demonstrate the impacts
of short-term orbital perturbations on the azimuthal resolution,
the point target responses of the LBSAR are simulated using
the Doppler parameters with and without the short-term orbital
perturbations. Table III summarizes numeric measures of
the azimuthal resolution, peak-to-sidelobe ratio (PSLR), and
integrated sidelobe ratio (ISLR).

As shown in Fig. 13 and Table III, the variation in azimuthal
resolution caused by the short-term orbital perturbation is
pretty small. Thus, the short-term orbital perturbation effect
could affect LBSAR’s azimuthal resolution, but to a small
extent. The finding is also valid at other locations and in other
cycles; for simplicity, a similar analysis is not repeated here.
Notably, this study is conducted from a system configuration
perspective; careful inspection is still necessary when it comes
to exploiting the osculating orbit for signal processing in the
LBSAR, as suggested in [27] and [29].
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Fig. 14. In cycles TLC_1∼TLC_3, the azimuthal profiles with a look angle
of 0.2◦ at the AOL: (a) 90◦ and (b) 270◦; the azimuthal profiles with a look
angle of 0.5◦ at the AOL: (c) 90◦ and (d) 270◦; and the azimuthal profiles
with a look angle of 0.8◦ at the AOL: (e) 90◦ and (f) 270◦.

TABLE IV
MEASURES OF SIMULATED RESOLUTION FOR THE
AZIMUTHAL PROFILE AT AOLS OF 90◦ AND 270◦

IN CYCLES TLC_1∼TLC_3

Next, the variations of azimuthal resolution in the LBSAR
under long-term orbital perturbations are illustrated by the
target responses. The azimuthal profiles with various look
angles at the AOLs of 90◦ and 270◦ in cycles TLC_1∼TLC_3
are plotted in Fig. 14. The numeric simulated azimuthal
resolutions are summarized in Table IV.

Inspections of Fig. 14 and Table IV reveal that the LBSAR’s
azimuthal resolution trends to be coarser with an increasing
look angle. This variation is also dependent on the orbiting
cycle and location of the LBSAR. For look angles of 0.2◦ and
0.5◦, corresponding to middle and low latitudes, respectively,
the azimuthal resolution is around 10 m in each cycle. As to
a look angle of 0.8◦, the azimuthal resolution at the AOL

TABLE V
NUMERIC MEASURES OF SIMULATED RESOLUTION FOR

THE AZIMUTHAL PROFILE AT AOLS OF 90◦ AND 270◦

IN CYCLES TLC_4∼TLC_6

TABLE VI
NUMERIC MEASURES OF SIMULATED RESOLUTION FOR

THE AZIMUTHAL PROFILE AT AOLS OF 90◦ AND 270◦

IN CYCLES TLC_7∼TLC_9

of 270◦ remains around 10 m with slight variations in each
cycle. At the AOL of 90◦, however, the LBSAR’s azimuthal
resolution becomes coarser and varies significantly across
different cycles, ranging from 18.6 to 27.3 m. In this case,
the azimuthal resolution is evidently influenced by long-term
orbital perturbations.

Using the same configurations shown in Fig. 14, we simu-
late the LBSAR’s azimuthal profiles at AOLs of 90◦ and 270◦

in cycles TLC_4∼TLC_6 and TLC_7∼TLC_9, and the results are
presented in Figs. 15 and 16, respectively. Furthermore, the
numeric measures of simulated azimuthal resolutions are also
provided in Tables V and VI for comparison.

Comparing Fig. 15 and Table V with Fig. 14 and Table IV
states that the azimuthal resolution is improved under the small
orbital inclination condition when the LBSAR configurations
remain the same. In this event, the variations of azimuthal
resolution across different cycles lessen. As a result, it is
expected that finer and more uniform azimuthal resolution
is available by LBSAR when the orbital inclination is small.
After a period of 18.6 years, the azimuthal resolution reverts
to a coarser degree, as observed in Fig. 16 and Table VI.
Moreover, for the LBSAR with a large look angle (e.g., 0.8◦),
the azimuthal resolution deteriorates once more at the AOL
of 90◦. Also, the variations of azimuthal resolution across
different cycles become notable again. The comparison of
Fig. 16 and Table VI with Fig. 14 and Table IV reveals
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Fig. 15. In cycles TLC_4∼TLC_6, the azimuthal profiles at the AOL of 90◦ with look angles of (a) 0.2◦, (b) 0.5◦, and (c) 0.8◦; the azimuthal profiles at the
AOL of 270◦ with look angles of (d) 0.2◦, (e) 0.5◦, and (f) 0.8◦.

Fig. 16. In cycles TLC_7∼TLC_9, the azimuthal profiles at the AOL of 90◦ with look angles of (a) 0.2◦, (b) 0.5◦, and (c) 0.8◦; the azimuthal profiles at the
AOL of 270◦ with look angles of (d) 0.2◦, (e) 0.5◦, and (f) 0.8◦.

the LBSAR’s azimuthal resolution varies oscillatory. All
simulation and analysis results suggest that the long-term
orbital perturbation effects could noticeably influence Earth
observations, which should be paid close attention to in
the LBSAR.

V. CONCLUSION

This article investigates the orbital perturbation effects on
the azimuthal resolution of the LBSAR in relation to orbital

elements and SAR configurations. The findings show that the
long-term orbital perturbation could significantly impact the
LBSAR’s azimuthal resolution, further leading to its aperiodic
variations over different cycles. Such aperiodic variation
patterns, most distinguished for a large look angle condition,
are associated with the periodical varying orbital inclination.
Specifically, the long-term orbital perturbations can give rise
to fluctuations in azimuthal resolution between different cycles
under the large orbital inclination condition, the maximal
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magnitude of which can be up to over 30%. When the orbital
inclination is small, the orbital perturbations tend to shift the
peak location of the variation curve for azimuthal resolution
in different cycles, with an overall fluctuation below 5%. Once
the secular Earth observation by LBSAR is considered, there
are higher fluctuations and irregular variations in the azimuthal
resolution. Another issue regarding the perturbation effects
is the short-term orbital perturbation, which could affect the
azimuthal resolution to a small extent, with fluctuation below
3% in general.

In the future, the spatiotemporal analysis regarding the
SAR’s DFMR and azimuthal resolution can be conducted
under the general framework proposed in this study. Since the
LBSAR is essentially different from spaceborne SAR, many
coupling orbital and radar parameters, and their net effects
on its observation performance deserve a deeper look. One
example is the swath width, which is of concern in observing
super events (e.g., superhurricanes) on Earth. Future work shall
involve such temporal-spatial analysis of swath width variation
on the basis of this study.

APPENDIX

According to (4) and (5), there are four terms in the DFMR
of the SAR system, namely,

ℜ1 = R−1
ST · (VSAR · VSAR) +

(
R−1

ST · RST
)

· ASAR (A1a)

ℜ2 = − 2R−1
ST · (VSAR · VTOI) (A1b)

ℜ3 = R−1
ST · VTOI · VTOI − R−1

ST · ATOI · RST (A1c)

ℜ4 = − R−3
ST · [(VSAR − VTOI) · RST]2. (A1d)

Consider the first term in (A1a). For a Keplerian orbit, the
SAR velocity vector in the ACS can be written as

VACS
SAR = p · Vkep (A2)

with

p = [(e cos ν + 1), 0, −e sin ν]T (A2a)

Vkep =

√
µ · a−1 ·

(
1 − e2

)−1
. (A2b)

A squared norm of the SAR velocity vector should be
considered, yielding the following relationship:

R−1
ST · (VSAR · VSAR) = R−1

ST · V 2
kep

(
1 + e2

+ 2e cos v
)
. (A3)

As the SAR acceleration vector in the Keplerian orbit, it is
determined by

ASAR = −µR−3
SAR · RSAR. (A4)

The inner product of R−1
ST · RSTand ASAR is then expressed

by

R−1
ST RST · ASAR = R−1

ST RST ·
(
−µR−3

SARRSAR
)

= − µR−2
SAR · RSARRST

/
(RSAR RST)

= − µR−2
SAR cos θl . (A5)

Taking account of (A3) and (A5), one can write (A1a) as

ℜ
kep
1 = −µ · R−2

S AR · cos θl + R−1
ST · V 2

kep

(
1 + e2

+ 2e cos v
)
.

(A6)

Regarding the perturbed orbit of the LBSAR, the DE
430 provides the Moon’s velocity vector in the ECI. Thus,
we have

R−1
ST · (VSAR · VSAR) = R−1

ST ·
(
VECI

SAR · VECI
SAR

)
. (A7)

The second term in (A1a) requires the representation of the
vector RST. In the ACS, it is signified as

RACS
ST = −[RST sin θl cos φ, −RST sin θl sin φ, RST cos θl]T

(A8)

with RST taking the form of

RST = RSAR cos θl −
(

R2
TOI − R2

SAR sin2 θl
)0.5

. (A9)

As a result, one can yield

R−1
ST · RST = [− sin θl cos φ, sin θl sin φ, − cos θl]T . (A10)

The LBSAR acceleration vector, expressed in the ACS, is

AACS
SAR = M−1

2 M−1
1 AECI

SAR (A11)

with

M1 = Rz(−�)Rx (−i)Rz(−u) (A12)

M2 =

 0 0 −1
1 0 0
0 −1 0

 (A13)

Rx (θ) =

 1 0 0
0 cos θ sin θ

0 − sin θ cos θ

 (A14)

Rz(θ) =

 cos θ sin θ 0
− sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1

 (A15)

where AECI
SAR = [AECI

x , AECI
y , AECI

z ]
T is the SAR acceleration in

the ECI, which can be numerically obtained by the DE 430.
Through coordinate transformation, one can write three

components of the vector AACS
SAR as

AACS
x = −AECI

x · (sin u cos � + cos i cos u sin �)

+ AECI
y · (cos i cos u cos � − sin u sin �)

+ AECI
z · sin i cos u

AACS
y = −AECI

x ·sin i sin � + AECI
y ·sin i cos �− AECI

z ·cos i
AACS

z = −AECI
x · (cos u cos � − cos i sin u sin �)

− AECI
y · (cos u sin � + cos i sin u cos �)

− AECI
z · sin i sin u.

(A16)

Afterward, the second term in (A1a) can be expressed in terms
of (A10) and (A16)

R−1
ST RSTASAR = AACS

Y sin θl sin φ − AACS
X sin θl

× cos φ − AACS
Z cos θl . (A17)

As a result, one arrives at the expression of the term ℜ1 in the
perturbed orbit

ℜ
per
1 = R−1

ST ·
(
VECI

SAR · VECI
SAR

)
− AACS

x sin θl cos φ + AACS
y sin θl sin φ − AACS

z cos θl .

(A18)
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Now, we focus attention on deriving (A1b). The linear
velocity vector of TOI caused by Earth’s rotation is defined as

VTOI = wE × RTOI = ωE · k × RTOI (A19)

where k = [0, 0, 1]
T and ωE is the angular velocity of Earth’s

rotation. From (A19), one can get

VSAR · VTOI = ωE · [VSAR · (k × RTOI)]. (A20)

In the ACS, the vector k is represented as

kACS
= M−1

2 M−1
1 · k. (A21)

Equation (A21) can be equivalently written by

kACS
= [sin i cos u, − cos i, − sin i sin u]T . (A22)

As for the TOI’s position vector, in the ACS, it takes the
following form:

RACS
TOI = [RST sin θl cos φ,−RST sin θl sin φ, RST cos θl −RSAR]T.

(A23)

Then, the cross-product k × RTOI takes the expression of

k ×RTOI

=kACS
×RACS

TOI

=

 cos i(RSAR−RST cos θl)−RST sin i sin u sin θl sin φ

sin i cos u(RSAR−RST cos θl)−RST sin i sin u sin θl cos φ

− sin i cos u(RST sin θl sin φ)+RST sin θl cos φ cos i

.

(A24)

The expression of the above equation remains the same
regardless of the orbital shape. However, the SAR motion is
sensitive to orbital perturbations. The expression of the SAR
velocity vector in the Keplerian orbit is already given in (A2).
Regarding the SAR velocity vector in the perturbed orbit, it has
the form of

VACS
SAR = M−1

2 M−1
1 VECI

SAR. (A25)

By the same argument in (A11), (A25) can be equivalently
written as

V ACS
x = −V ECI

x · (sin u cos � + cos i cos u sin �)

+ V ECI
y · (cos i cos u cos � − sin u sin �)

+ V ECI
z · sin i cos u

V ACS
y = 0

V ACS
z = −V ECI

x · (cos u cos � − cos i sin u sin �)

− V ECI
y · (cos u sin � + cos i sin u cos �)

− V ECI
z · sin i sin u

(A26)

where VECI
SAR = [V ECI

x , V ECI
y , V ECI

z ]
T is the velocity vector of

the SAR system in the ECI.
In the Keplerian orbit, from (A1b), (A2), (A20), and (A24),

the term ℜ2 can be explicitly expressed by

ℜ
kep
2 = − 2R−1

ST · ωE · Vkep

· {(e cos ν + 1) · [(RSAR − RST cos θl) cos i
− RST sin θl sin φ sin i sin u]

+ e · RST sin θl sin ν

· (− cos φ cos i + sin φ sin i cos u)}. (A27)

In the perturbed orbit, the term ℜ2 can be obtained in line
with (A1b), (A20), (A24), and (A26), namely,

ℜ
per
2 = − 2R−1

ST · ωE

·
{

V ACS
x · [(RSAR − RST cos θl) cos i

− RST sin θl sin φ sin i sin u]
− V ACS

z (RST sin θl cos φ cos i
−RST sin θl sin φ sin i cos u)

}
. (A28)

Next, the representation of the term ℜ3 is exploited.
According to (A19), we have the following relation:

V 2
TOI = VTOI · VTOI = ω2

E · (k × RTOI) · (k × RTOI). (A29)

Substituting (A24) into (A29), we can simply write

V 2
TOI = − 2RST RSAR cos θl sin2 i cos2 u

+ 2R2
ST cos θl sin θl sin φ cos i sin i sin u

− 2R2
ST sin2 θl cos φ sin φ cos i sin i cos u

+ 2R2
ST cos θl sin θl cos φ sin2 i cos u sin u

− 2RST RSAR sin θl cos φ sin2 i cos u sin u
− 2RST RSAR sin θl sin φ cos i sin i sin u
+ R2

SAR cos2 i +R2
ST cos2 θl cos2 i +R2

SAR sin2 i cos2 u
− 2RST RSAR cos θl cos2 i + R2

ST sin2 θl cos2 i cos2 φ

+ R2
ST cos2 θl sin2 i cos2 u + R2

ST sin2 θl

× cos2 φ sin2 i sin2 u
+ R2

ST sin2 θl sin2 φ sin2 i cos2 u
+ R2

ST sin2 θl sin2 φ sin2 i sin2 u. (A30)

Collecting and combining similar terms, (A30) can be
simplified to

V 2
TOI = ω2

E ·
{
(RSAR − RST cos θl)

2
·
(
1 − sin2 i sin2 u

)
+ R2

ST sin2 θl

·
(
1 − sin2 φ cos2 i − cos2 φ sin2 i cos2 u

)
− 2RST sin θl sin i
· [RST sin θl cos φ sin φ cos i

× cos u + sin u · (RSAR − RST cos θl)

× (cos φ cos u sin i + sin φ cos i)]
}
.

(A31)

The second term in (A1c) requires providing the expression
for the TOI acceleration vector given rise by Earth’s rotation.
By definition, it is signified as

ATOI = wE × VTOI

= wE × (wE × RTOI)

= (wE · RTOI) · wE − RTOI · (wE · wE ). (A32)

As a result, the inner product of ATOIand RST becomes

ATOI · RST = [(wE · RTOI) · wE − RTOI · (wE · wE )] · RST

= (ωE k · RTOI) · ωE k · RST − ω2
E · RTOI · RST

= ω2
E · [(k · RTOI) · (k · RST) − RTOI · RST].

(A33)

For simplify, the following notation is introduced:

ATOI · RST = ω2
E · (RA1 − RA2) (A34)
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with

RA1 = (k · RTOI) · (k · RST)) (A35)
RA2 = RTOI · RST. (A36)

According to (A8), (A22), and (A23), the term RA1 can be
written by

RA1 = 2R2
ST cos i cos θl sin i sin φ sin θl sin u

− 2R2
ST cos i cos φ cos u sin i sin φ sin2 θl

+ 2R2
ST cos φ cos θl cos u sin2 i sin θl sin u

− RST RSAR cos i sin i sin φ sin θl sin u
− RST RSAR cos φ cos u sin2 i sin θl sin u
+ RST RSAR cos θl sin2 i sin2 u−R2

ST cos2 θl sin2 i sin2 u
− R2

ST cos2 i sin2 φ sin2 θl

− R2
ST cos2 φ cos2 u sin2 i sin2 θl . (A37)

Equation (A37) can be further simplified by combining similar
terms, after which it is of the form

RA1 = RST cos θl sin2 i sin2 u · (RSAR − RST cos θl)

− R2
ST sin2 θl ·

(
cos2 i sin2 φ + cos2 φ cos2 u sin2 i

)
− RST sin θl sin i sin u · (RSAR cos i sin φ

+ RSAR cos φ cos u sin i − 2RST cos θl sin φ cos i)
+ 2R2

ST sin θl cos φ sin i cos u
· (cos θl sin i sin u − sin θl sin φ cos i). (A38)

Regarding (A36), it can be equivalently represented as

RA2 = RTOI · RSAR − RTOI · RTOI. (A39)

The first term in (A39), which is correlated with the geocentric
angle between the TOI and SAR, is signified as

RTOIRSAR = RTOI RSAR ·
(

R−1
TOIRTOI · R−1

SARRSAR
)

= RTOI RSAR · cos β. (A40)

The law of cosines gives

R2
ST = R2

SAR + R2
TOI − 2RSAR RTOI cos β (A41)

R2
TOI = R2

SAR + R2
ST − 2RSAR RST cos θl . (A42)

Equation (A41) can be equivalently expressed as

cos β = 0.5R−1
SAR R−1

TOI ·
(

R2
SAR + R2

TOI − R2
ST

)
. (A43)

In line with (A40) and (A43), (A39) can be written by

RA2 = 0.5 ·
(

R2
SAR − R2

ST − R2
TOI

)
. (A44)

Substituting (A42) into (A44), one yields

RA2 = RSAR RST cos θl − R2
ST. (A45)

According to (A1c), (A29), and (A34), we have

ℜ3 = R−1
ST ·

(
V 2

TOI − ω2
E · RA1 + ω2

E · RA2
)
. (A46)

Using (A31), (A33), (A38), and (A45), (A46) can be explicitly
expressed as

ℜ3 = ω2
E R−1

ST ·
{
(RSAR − RST cos θl)

2
·
(
1 − sin2 i sin2 u

)
+ R2

ST sin2 θl

·
(
1 − sin2 φ cos2 i − cos2 φ sin2 i cos2 u

)
− 2RST sin θl sin i
· [RST sin θl cos φ sin φ · cos i cos u

+ sin u · (RSAR − RST cos θl)

· (cos φ cos u sin i + sin φ cos i)]
}

− ω2
E R−1

ST

·
[
RST cos θl sin2 i sin2 u · (RSAR−RST cos θl)

− R2
ST sin2 θl

·
(
cos2 i sin2 φ + cos2 φ cos2 u sin2 i

)
− RST sin θl sin i sin u · (RSAR cos i sin φ

+ RSAR cos φ cos u sin i
− 2RST cos θl sin φ cos i)
+ 2R2

ST sin θl cos φ sin i cos u
· (cos θl sin i sin u − sin θl sin φ cos i)

]
+ ω2

E · (RSAR cos θl − RST). (A47)

There are plenty of similar terms in (A47); after simplification,
we, finally, arrive at

ℜ3 = R−1
ST ω2

E ·
{

R2
SAR − RSAR RST cos θl

+ RSAR sin2 i sin2 u(RST cos θl − RSAR)

− RSAR RST sin θl sin i sin u
· (cos φ sin i cos u + sin φ cos i)

}
. (A48)

The term ℜ3 relates to Earth’s rotation only; thus, its
expression remains the same with and without orbital
perturbations.

Next, the derivation of the term ℜ4 is in order. This term
can be further decomposed by considering the contribution of
each component, as

ℜ4E = − R3
ST · (VTOI · RST)2 (A49)

ℜ4S = − R−3
ST · (VSAR · RST)2 (A50)

ℜ4SE = 2R−3
ST · [(VSAR · RST) · (VTOI · RST)]. (A51)

Equations (A49)–(A51) correlate to two inner products,
namely, VTOI · RST that has no dependency on the orbital
perturbations and VSAR · RST that is susceptible to the
perturbation effects. From (A8) and (A19), the former inner
product can be expressed as

VTOI · RST = −ωE RSAR RST · sin θl

· (sin φ sin i cos u − cos φ cos i). (A52)

As for the latter one, its expression in the Keplerian orbit could
be obtained by considering (A2) and (A8)

Vkep
SARRST = RSTVkep ·[(e cos ν+1) sin θl cos φ−e sin ν cos θl].

(A53)

In the perturbed orbit case, the inner product VSAR · RST is
determined by (A8) and (A26), which takes the form of

Vper
SARRST = RST ·

(
V ACS

x · sin θl cos φ + V ACS
z · cos θl

)
.

(A54)

Now, consider the term ℜ4E. According to (A52), it has a
fixed representation in spite of its orbital shape and is given
by

ℜ4E = − ω2
E R2

SAR R−1
ST sin2 θl · (sin2 φ sin2 i cos2 u

+ cos2 φ cos2 i − 2 sin φ cos φ · sin i cos i cos u).

(A55)
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VACS
TOI = ωE

 (RSAR − RST cos θl) cos i − RST sin θl sin φ sin i sin u
(RSAR − RST cos θl) sin i cos u − RST sin θl cos φ sin i sin u

−RST sin θl sin φ sin i cos u + RST sin θl cos φ cos i

. (A63)

As for terms ℜ4S and ℜ4SE, they are connected with the
SAR motion. For the Keplerian orbit, both terms should take
account of (A53), and they are expressed as

ℜ
kep
4S = − R−1

ST · V 2
kep

·
[
(1 + e cos ν)2 cos2 θl + e2 sin2 ν sin2 θl cos2 φ

+ 2e · sin ν · (e cos ν + 1) · sin θl cos θl cos φ
]

(A56)

ℜ
kep
4SE = − 2ωE RSAR R−1

ST · Vkep · sin θl

· (sin φ sin i cos u − cos φ cos i)
· [(e cos ν + 1) · sin θl cos φ + e sin ν cos θl]. (A57)

In the case of perturbation effects, by virtue of (A54), ℜ4S
and ℜ4SE are, respectively, represented by

ℜ
per
4S = − R−1

ST ·

[(
V ACS

x

)2
sin2 θl cos2 φ

+
(
V ACS

z

)2
cos2 θl

+ 2V ACS
x ·V ACS

z sin θl cos θl cos φ
]

(A58)

ℜ
per
4SE = − 2ωE RSAR R−1

ST · sin θl · (sin φ sin i cos u

− cos φ cos i) ·
(
V ACS

x · sin θl cos φ + V ACS
z cos θl

)
.

(A59)

Thus far, we have considered explicit expressions of the
DFMR in the Keplerian and perturbed orbits. Another issue
concerning the azimuthal resolution is the beam-crossing
velocity. In the LBSAR, the beam-crossing velocity can be
approximated by

Vg ≈

∥∥∥∥VTOI − RTOI ·
VSAR

RSAR
· cos β

∥∥∥∥
2
. (A60)

According to (A42) and (A43), we have

cos β =
RSAR − RST cos θl

RTOI
. (A61)

Substituting (A61) into (A60), one can yield

Vg =

∥∥∥∥VTOI − VSAR ·
RSAR − RST cos θl

RSAR

∥∥∥∥
2
. (A62)

The TOI’s linear velocity vector due to Earth’s rotation can
be obtained by substituting (A24) into (A19), as (A63), shown
at the top of the page.

As a consequence, one arrives at the beam-crossing velocity
in the Keplerian and perturbed orbits

V kep
g =

∥∥VACS
TOI − p · Vkep

(
1 − RST R−1

SAR cos θl
)∥∥

2 (A64)

V per
g =

∥∥VACS
TOI − VACS

SAR ·
(
1 − RST R−1

SAR cos θl
)∥∥

2 (A65)

where p and VACS
SAR are given in (A2a) and (A26), respectively.
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